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“My Printer must, haue somwhat to his share”:
Isabella Whitney, Richard Jones, and Crafting Books
Michelle O’Callaghan
Department of English Literature, University of Reading, Reading, UK
ABSTRACT
Given Isabella Whitney’s reputation as the ﬁrst English professional woman
writer, her books are fertile ground for the recent material turn in the study of
early modern women’s writing. Women’s engagement in book production
meant that their texts were mediated through the work of booksellers,
printers, and other agents in the print trade. We need to remember that
writers make texts, but books are made by publishers and printers. Whitney’s
own working relationship with her printer-publisher, Richard Jones, is well-
known. Yet, the precise nature of Jones’s role in the production of Whitney’s
books and her fashioning as an “Auctor” remains shadowy, largely because
questions of agency have not been explored through the technologies of
book production. To understand the ways in which Whitney’s texts were
mediated through print, and her participation in this process, this essay will
focus on how her books of poetry were made, starting with the role of her
printer-publisher, Richard Jones.
Isabella Whitney’s reputation rests, in large part, on her status as England’s
ﬁrst professional woman writer and her “foundational relationship with
early print culture”.1 Whitney’s books are therefore fertile ground for the
recent material turn in scholarship on early modern women’s writing. Critical
attention has increasingly turned to the study of how women’s texts were
mediated by the material conditions of their production and transmission.2
Acts of publication are understood to be part of a wider communications
system involving a series of producers, authorial and non-authorial.
Women’s engagement in book production meant that their texts were
mediated through the work of booksellers, printers, and other agents in the
print trade. We need to remember that writers make texts, but books are
made by publishers and printers. Whitney’s own working relationship with
her printer-publisher, Richard Jones, is well-known.3 Yet, the precise nature
of Jones’s role in the production of Whitney’s books and her fashioning as
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an “Auctor” remains shadowy, largely because questions of agency have not
been explored through the technologies of book production. In order to
understand the ways in which Whitney’s texts were mediated through
print, and her participation in this process, this essay will focus on how her
books of poetry were made, starting with the role of her printer-publisher,
Richard Jones.
Modes of print authorship were a product of the book trade, of how books
were made and sold. Publisher-stationers, like Richard Jones, contributed to
the “invention of the commodiﬁed literary author” through the work they
undertook in producing books and creating a market and readership for
these works.4 Publisher-stationers were not passive conduits between the
author and the book; instead their work was constitutive of this relationship.
That said, how the author was fashioned in the book was not fully determined
by the stationer’s work since multiple agents and diﬀerent forms of materiality
are always involved in the production of meaning – bibliographic markers can
only tell us so much about the fashioning of authorial identity. The rhetoric of
authorial presence, for example, may be anchored in bibliographic features,
but it also points beyond the pages of the book by situating the speaker and
her auditors in space and time. We therefore need to pay attention to the
complex interplay between diﬀerent forms of materiality, from bibliographic
markers to constructions of voice and the crafting of texts.
The working relationship between Jones and Whitney is distinguished by
their mutual investment in marketing her books. Theirs was a fairly long-
standing publishing relationship, possibly extending to over a decade. Jones
entered, edited, printed and sold all of Whitney’s known works: The Copy
of a Letter, lately written in meeter, by a yonge gentilwoman (c. 1567), A
Sweet Nosgay, of Pleasant Posye (c. 1573), and “The lamentacion of a Gentil-
woman vpon the death of her late deceased frend, William Gruﬃth Gent”,
printed both as a broadside and at the end of A Gorgious Gallery of Gallant
Inventions (1578).5 Whitney voices her appreciation of his work when the
speaker of “Wyll and Testament”, sends her “Friends” to St Paul’s Churchyard
and bids them “there Bookes to bye/of him, with other ware”. Through this
act, “the Auctor” aligns her own investment in her text with the commercial
interests of her publisher in securing her book a readership.6 Jones, in turn,
marketed this author through the choices he made in preparing her books
for the press. Close attention to bibliographic and other material features of
these books therefore can show how Whitney’s authorial identity ﬁrst took
shape in print.
The publisher-stationer had overall responsibility for the book, from
entrance in the Stationers’ Register to the point of sale. Since Jones was
both publisher and printer of Whitney’s works, he was also responsible for
the physical, bibliographic construction of the book – format, paper, type,
and page design. Many other elements of the paratext – the title-page, the
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planning and often writing of preliminary material, table of contents, and
related reading aids – were also created by the publisher.7 Through the
craft of making and selling books, publishers fashioned authors, making
decisions about how to make them known to the public and how to make
them marketable, often based on their experience of marketing other books.
Publishers therefore helped to negotiate authors’ transactions with readers,
not only by making the calculated decision to publish in the ﬁrst place, but
also through crafting the paratext to the book, which provided a framework
for how to read the text and its author. In doing so, publishers were also for-
mative readers of authors’ texts. When producing the paratext, publishers
necessarily read the text, making judgements about its “larger cultural mean-
ings”, always with an eye to the market, since their “careers depended on their
readings of texts and their assessment of the likely readings of their custo-
mers”.8 Understanding the role of the publisher-stationer takes us to the
speciﬁcs of how Whitney’s authorial identity was fashioned and transmitted
through the material form of the book.
Jones was an innovative and “discerning publisher”.9 During his long
career, beginning around 1564 and probably ending with his last entry in
the Stationers’ Register in 1602, Jones worked as bookseller, publisher,
and printer. He is now of interest to cultural bibliographers because of the
way he articulated his role as a publisher and discriminating reader
through the “virtually unrivalled amount of prefatory material” he wrote
for the books he published.10 Jones specialised in publishing and printing
broadside ballads and small to median-sized books of vernacular poetry,
including verse anthologies like A Handefull of Pleasant Delites, A Gorgious
Gallery of Gallant Inventions and Brittons Bowre of Delights. Poetry books
were attractive to publishers because they sold reasonably well, with “a
suﬃcient – if not great – number of customers”, and there was always a
“steady supply of new material”.11 During the ten year period when Jones
was publishing Whitney’s texts, from around 1566 to 1578, his main
business was printing and publishing ballads and literary books, poetry,
plays and prose romances. Ballads dominate his output in these years.
The type of literary works Whitney could be said to specialise in – ballads
and sets of verse epistles – were part and parcel of Jones’s stock-in-trade
and therefore made Whitney an attractive author for Jones to invest in,
and Jones a suitable publisher for Whitney. His Whitney publications
belong to a period when Jones had returned to printing and publishing,
which enhanced his involvement in the production of her books.12 What
we have in this case is an example of a publisher investing in a woman
writer and a productive and comparatively longstanding partnership that
necessarily worked for both parties.
The ﬁrst Whitney-Jones publication, The Copy of a Letter, is a compilation,
a little anthology of amatory epistles. The publishing history of this pamphlet
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is complex and worth untangling because it has implications for the way we
assess the transmission of Whitney’s works. The Copy of a Letter survives in
only one copy, which consists of paired female and male-voiced complaints:
“To her vnconstant Louer” and “The admonition by the Auctor, to all yong
Gentilwomen, and to al other Maids being in Loue”, both attributed to Is.
W., and “A Loueletter from a faythful Louer to an vnconstant Mayden”, sub-
scribed W.G.13 Bibliographic evidence suggests a publishing history in which
a single-authored collection was subsequently turned into a little anthology of
female and male complaints. Sketching out this history will provide us with a
clearer sense of howWhitney was marketed to readers at this early stage in her
career. It should be said from the outset that the full publication history of The
Copy of a Letter is diﬃcult to uncover because there is only one known copy of
this title, bound together with other books in a sammelband now held in the
Bodleian Library, with its origins in John Selden’s library (8o H. 44. Art.
Selden).14 It reminds us how few of the many books printed in the sixteenth
century survive. Don McKenzie cautioned that “[t]here must… be an a priori
assumption that the rate of loss is greater the further back we go, and that the
diﬀerence in ﬁgures [for titles listed in the STC] across the years from, say, 148
for 1556 to 676 for 1640 simply cannot be read as a diﬀerence in output”, but
instead tells us more about survival rates.15 This rate of loss has implications
for how we analyse the publishing careers of women writers like Whitney. On
the one hand, we need to keep in mind Gillian Wright’s point that, even
taking into account low survival rates, proportionally women published
much less than men.16 Yet, on the other, when faced with gaps in the
record, we should also not be too quick to assume that repressive gender
ideologies silencing women within print culture are at work.17 In an otherwise
carefully considered essay, Paul Marquis concludes that
The general public were not as discriminating. Although her supporters
encouraged her to continue writing in A Sweet Nosegay, the limited success
of the Copy is clear from the fact that it was not given a second edition. The
weak reception of the text is understandable, perhaps, because of the sheer
novelty of the work: poems by a woman at a time when women were meant
to be seen and not heard… The public’s cool response to her work mirrors
the ideological opposition in mid-Tudor society to the feminine attempt to lib-
erate women from the oppression of male hegemony.18
Yet, can we be so sure that there was no second edition and, relatedly, that
there was no market for Whitney’s texts because she was a woman? Biblio-
graphic evidence suggests otherwise, pointing instead to a market for the
books produced by Whitney and Jones.
The title page of The Copy of a Letter and other aspects of the book’s organ-
isation seem to indicate that this single surviving copy belongs not to the ﬁrst
edition, but to a subsequent edition. Jones ﬁrst entered the copy in the Sta-
tioners’ Register at some point between July 1566 and July 1567 under the
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title “The Copye of a letter lately wretten in myter by a yonge gentelwoman to
hyr vnconstaunte louer &c.”, with no reference to the male-voiced W.G. verse
letter. This, in itself, does not necessarily mean that the male epistolary com-
plaint was not present when ﬁrst entered since it could well be covered in the
entry, like the “Admonition”, by “&c.” The title-page, however, does identify
the male epistle as a new addition that is appended rather than a direct
response to the letter written by the “yonge gentelwoman” – Newly ioyned
to a loueletter sent by a bacheler, (a most faithfull louer) to an vnconstant
and faithles mayden. McGrath has similarly puzzled over the meaning of
“newly joyned”, wondering if the “newness” refers to the volume as a
whole, or just to the conjunction of Whitney’s poems with those of W.G.19
However, she does not pursue the implications of this second scenario, that
there was an earlier ﬁrst edition, printed in either late 1566 or early 1567,
which sold well enough for Jones to make the calculation that it was worth
putting out a further edition. He therefore added a male epistolary complaint
to turn this single-authored pamphlet into a new type of book, a little anthol-
ogy. “Newly added” or, in this case, “Newly ioyned”, is a conventional market-
ing device used to signal to the buyer that a new edition diﬀers substantially
from the last because it includes new material. This bookseller-publisher’s
formula is typically found on the title-page of poetry anthologies and other
compilations. The 1584 edition of A Handefull of Pleasant Delites, also
printed by Jones, at two points on its title page points to its diﬀerence from
previous editions through this formula: “Newly deuised to the newest
tunes” and “With new additions of certain Songs”.20
There are other bibliographic features of The Copy of a Letter that indicate
what the structure of an earlier edition might have been. The extant copy is an
octavo pamphlet printed on one sheet (signature A) and a half sheet (B1-4).
The two Is.W. ballads were printed as a discrete unit, framed by the initials of
their author, Is.W., on both sides of one sheet (A1r-A8v). The second ballad,
the “Admonition”, does not start on a new page, but follows “The Copy of a
Letter” directly, probably because the text of both poems needed to ﬁt on one
sheet so it could be printed quickly and cheaply – this iteration of The Copy of
a Letter was therefore a “little job”, staple work of a bookseller-printer like
Jones.21 If this was the case, then when Jones came to reprint this pamphlet
in a new edition, he must have set the Whitney ballads from this ﬁrst
edition, since the text ﬁts on one sheet, and this feature is unusual in terms
of the layout of the pamphlet as a whole. If the Whitney and W.G. poems
were intended to be printed together from the outset, then the three texts
would have been cast-oﬀ for printing at the same time, and one would
expect to see a more even distribution of white space across the pamphlet
as a whole than is the case – the section with the W.G. ballad is very liberal
in its use of white space compared with the mis en page of the Whitney
section, which is rather cramped. To print the W.G. ballad, Jones used a
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half-sheet, casting-oﬀ the poem separately to the Whitney ballads, so that it
makes up a distinct unit adjoining the Is. W. ballads. This “newly ioyned”
section begins on a new divisional title page (B1r) with its own lengthy title
– “A Loueletter, or an earnest perswasion of a Louer: sent of late to a yonge
Mayden, to whom he was betrothed. Who afterward being ouercome with
ﬂattery, she seemd vtterly to swerue from her former promise without
occasion, and so to forsake him. By W. G.” – completed by a large woodcut
of an eglantine rose.22 A blank page follows, and the ballad is headed by a
short title – “A Loueletter, sent from a faythful Louer: to an vnconstant
Mayden” – on a new page (B2r). The presence of a catchword between the
Is. W. and W. G. sections (A8v) indicates that in this iteration they were
intended to be bound together to make up a little book of epistolary
complaints.
If this publishing scenario is correct, then The Copy of a Letter had at least
two editions, which suggests Whitney’s poetry was more marketable and had
a longer life in print, circulating more widely, than Marquis has assumed.
Given that its colophon is undated, we cannot know precisely when The
Copy of a Letter was printed or how long it was in circulation in various iter-
ations. The publication date provided by the ESTC derives from its entry in
the Stationers’ Register in 1566/67. The precise details of his print shop pro-
vided by the colophon – “dwelling in the upper end of Fleetlane: at the Signe
of the spred Egle” – are the same as those provided in the colophon to a ballad
he published in 1572 (STC 6235) – other colophons simply identify “upper
end of Fleetlane”, without the sign. This is a period when Jones is publishing
Whitney’s poetry. F. J. Fehrenbach has speculated that Jones employed
Whitney to write ballads between the publication of The Copy of a Letter
and Gorgious Gallery (1578), which he then printed in his anthologies, AHan-
defull and Gorgious Gallery.23 McGrath similarly concludes that Whitney
“had a more or less regular place among a group of writers tapped by Jones
to supply poems for his publications”.24
The precise nature of Whitney’s career in print is crucial since it underpins
her reputation as England’s ﬁrst professional woman writer. McGrath has
warned we need to take some care here, since “professional” does not mean
in Whitney’s case – or indeed that of other writers in this period – that she
could live on “earnings from her writing” or had “a continuous or fully com-
mitted writing career”.25 Instead, Whitney, like male poets working in this
market for cheap print, worked casually and intermittently for the book
trade alongside other occupations, in Whitney’s case, probably that of a maid-
servant. Provisionality is both a socioeconomic fact of her various occupations
and a rhetorical device. Laurie Ellinghausen locates Whitney within an emer-
ging class of labouring writers, who deﬁne writing in terms of work and self-
consciously characterise this occupation in terms of marginality. Economics,
as much as gender, determine Whitney’s construction of her own
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“placelessness”.26 An unsettled relationship to work deﬁnes the way her
ballads narrativise her authorial identity, imagining the speaker’s working
life as beset by risk. It is noticeable how shifting and complex authorial iden-
tities and occupations are when looking across The Copy of a Letter and A
Sweet Nosgay: the speaker is a young gentlewoman author, a working
woman writer, a maidservant both in and out of service. Such an unsettled
textual identity is a creative and necessary response to the mobile economy
of early modern England.27
There is a productive tension between how Whitney textualises an author-
ial persona in her writing and how Jones fashions her as an “Auctor” through
the paratext to the book and his own publishing strategies. Jones provides
Whitney with a more settled, conventional social identity that derives, in
part, from his location of The Copy of a Letter within a particular market
for small books of vernacular poetry. His publication of this volume of epis-
tolary complaints followed hot on the heels of his publication in January 1566
of Thomas Underdowne’s The Excellent Historye of Theseus and Ariadne.
Wherein is declared her feruent loue to hym: and his Trayterous dealynge
towarde her: Written in English Meeter in Co[m]mendacion of all good
women: and to the Infamie of suche lyght Huswyues as Phedra the sister of
Ariadne was: which ﬂed away wt Theseus her Sisters Husbande: as is declared
in this History. As the full title suggests, Jones framed Underdowne’s Ovidian
romance through the querelle des femmes tradition. Underdowne’s preface
undertakes similar work, although he concentrates less on the “Commenda-
cion of all good women”, and criticising Theseus as a negative male
exempla of “Crafte, Dissimulacion, Perﬁdye, Periurye, or forgetfulnes of
good turnes”, than on dispraising women’s beauty and idleness and a misogy-
nist admonition to women to guard their virtue by staying at home.28 Just as
Whitney’s volume of Ovidian epistolary complaints intervened in this market
for querelle material, Jones located Whitney alongside male authors, such as
Underdowne, within his repertoire of publications. By marketing her as a
“yonge gentilwoman”, Jones gave Whitney comparable status to these univer-
sity-educated male authors within the trade in querelle literature and vernacu-
lar classicised poems, more broadly.
One could argue that this is also how the maker of the Selden sammelband
read The Copy of a Letter. This work, written “by a yonge Gentilwoman”, is
gathered together with a selection of books printed from the mid-1560s to
early 1570s by gentleman poets and translators.29 It therefore captures a par-
ticular early Elizabethan moment in print when vernacular literary works
were recasting and marketing classical and continental Renaissance works
for an increasingly diverse readership. Four of the eight works are translations
of classical tragedies and romances and Italian novelle, others are on love and
friendship, often using Ovidian exempla, and, a number, like The Copy of a
Letter, note that they are “Translated… into Englishe verse” or “drawen
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into English meeter”. The Copy of a Letter ﬁts neatly into this collection sty-
listically and in terms of the way its authors and readerships are framed. If this
sammelband was compiled by Selden, then its contents accord with his anti-
quarian interest in early print culture, evident in his collection of Caxton’s
printed books, and the value he placed on popular print culture more
broadly, notable in his collection of broadside ballads. Selden’s views were
not, however, those of the Bodleian; his ballads were acquired instead by
Samuel Pepys, who did recognise their cultural value.30 The Copy of a
Letter similarly seems to have been regarded as a lesser work. When Hyde
compiled his catalogue of Selden’s library in the early 1670s, he recorded
The Copy of a Letter in a diﬀerent format to the other books in the sammel-
band. These all have alphabetical entries under either name, initials, or title.
By contrast, The Copy is obscured under the generic description,
“LETTERS. V. Cabala./ Some Love-Letters. Lond. --- 8o H. 44. Art. Seld.”,
and so turned into an anonymous product of the print trade. 31 There are
no entries under the initials Is. W., G. W., or indeed R. Witc. Instead
Hyde’s catalogue introduces a gendered distinction, which is not present in
the sammelband, between the credible works of a masculine vernacular classi-
cism and the valueless ephemera of a feminised print culture.
The structure of The Copy of a Letter as it stands, with the W.G. epistle
“newly ioyned” to Is. W.’s letters, results from Jones’s literary agency as a
publisher and his strategic reading of these ballads within a Heroidean quer-
elle tradition, as well as his understanding of how to manufacture antholo-
gies and other small books of poetry. The counterpointing of female and
male-voiced complaints evident in The Copy of a Letter is a common struc-
tural feature of poetry anthologies. It draws from both Ovid’s Heroides,
which provided a model for organising a collection of verse letters, and
the querelle des femmes tradition, in which texts praising and blaming
women are often presented dialogically. The counterpointing of female
and male complaints in The Copy of a Letter and other contemporary
anthologies owes a great deal to ways of making books in this querelle tra-
dition. Distinct sections of Songes and Sonettes, Paradyse of Daynty Devices,
A Handefull of Pleasant Delites, and A Gorgious Gallery of Gallant Inven-
tions, as Lindsay Ann Reid has noted, consist of “a querelle-like rhetorical
game of defence and oﬀence, blame and explanation”.32 The reason why
this querelle structure was a ubiquitous feature of early poetry anthologies
was because it had provided English stationers with a ready-made formula
for making books for a “rapidly expanding readership” since the early
days of print.33 These paper gender wars were therefore a recognised and
recognisable structure for making printed books and provided a schema
for repackaging texts. The version of the querelle des femmes as it appears
in these early printed books, Anne Coldiron argues, is not primarily
courtly or learned. Instead, as is also the case with Whitney’s ballads, its
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protagonists are predominantly drawn from the working or middling
classes, typically located in urban settings, and the view of gender relations
is prosaic, rather than courtly.34
Jones’s ballad in front of The Copy of a Letter packages the compilation for
the buyer, identifying the reading interests to which it will appeal. The way he
markets The Copy is very similar to his ballad before A Handefull of Pleasant
Delites in that the terms of both are speculative rather than prescriptive. In the
case of A Handefull, what is advertised to the buyer, who is asked to “Peruse it
wel ere you passe by”, is variety, from “ﬁne Histories” to “sundrie sorts” of
songs, and the range of consumers to which they will appeal, including
women consumers, whose tastes are themselves marketed to the male
buyer, since “Within this booke such may you haue,/ as Ladies may wel
like” (A1v). The ballad before The Copy similarly opens with the cry of the
bookseller to the male customer, “What lack you Maister mine?”, oﬀering
both novelty and variety, perhaps “some triﬂe that is trew”,
Or yf you minde to reade,
some Fables that be fained:
Buy this same Booke, and ye shall ﬁnde,
such in the same contained. (A1v)
Both books of ballads, A Handefull and A Copy, are merchandise, one of the
many commodities on sale to the discerning customer. However, while A Han-
defull speciﬁcally identiﬁes women as part of its market, Jones’s ballad before
The Copy makes no direct appeal to a female readership and is silent on the
gender of its author. Gender may be at work in the paradox that the pamphlet
is “both false and also true”, and in the latter case, “true as many know”, poten-
tially promising the readers of these ballads access to the “real-life experience”
of their female author and so conjuring the “bodily presence” of the young gen-
tlewoman.35 Even so, the question remains as to why Jones did not take this
opportunity to introduce Whitney as a woman writer by identifying “the
Auctor” he invokes with the “yonge Gentilwoman” of the following letters.
Instead, the terms of sale are very general, generic even, a ballad seller’s cry,
and could have prefaced any number of miscellanies in this period. This is not
to say that the author’s gender is not signalled in the paratext; the initials I.W.
and Is.W. are clearly gendered on the title-page and in the frames to the two
ballads – the titles and subscriptions at the beginning and end and in the
running title “Is. W. to her vnconstant Louer”. The play of initials throughout
the compilation – Is.W., I.W., W.G. – it should be said, is conventional for this
type of book. Initials signiﬁed “gentle” status and were ubiquitous in sixteenth-
century print culture. When standing in for the woman author, initials could
take on gendered associations with female modesty or shame, or both, in the
latter case inviting a voyeuristic reading of the erotic secrets revealed in the
text that bears the initials.36 Jones’s paratextual frames do not attempt to
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determine how the initials are to be read beyond their perhaps tantalising
attachment to the “yonge Gentilwoman”, yet, even this ﬁgure is arguably unre-
markable, a convention of early print culture frequently found in the headnotes
of other female-voiced love complaints printed in poetry anthologies.37
If “the Auctor” Jones fashions in the paratext is a commonplace print con-
vention, then the authorial persona fashioned in the ballads themselves is
something more than this. The publisher’s paratext may interpret the text
for its readers and invest the book with wider cultural signiﬁcance, but it
does not fully determine its range of meanings. The dialogic relationship
between text and paratext is open, dynamic, uneven, and unpredictable. In
the case of The Copy of a Letter, the authorial persona could be said to dom-
inate this conversation and, in good part, to speak for herself. It is the distinc-
tive authorial voice of the text, and not the publisher’s paratext, that invests
Jones’s “Auctor” and “yonge gentilwoman” with an embodied and not
simply generic presence. Whitney’s ballads “sound” like Whitney – her
poetry has a distinctive style both in terms of the sound patterning of her
phrasing and its performativity. If Is. W. is a type of “paper-author”, and
so, in Barthes’s terms, less the “origin of [her] ﬁction”, than a “ﬁction contri-
buting to [her] work”, then this ﬁgure should also be understood as embodied
and sounded as well as inscribed and textualised.38
The distinctive liveliness of the protagonist’s textual presence is a rhetorical
eﬀect of the vocality of Whitney’s ballads, which are characteristically ima-
gined as events in a sounded world.39 The soundscape of both the letter
“To her vnconstant Louer” and the “Admonition” is focused in the body of
the speaker and her audience. “To her vnconstant Louer” opens mid-conver-
sation, with a question that demands to be heard and insists on a response
from its auditor:
As close as you your weding kept
yet now the trueth I here:
Which you (yer now) might me haue told
what nede you nay to swere? [A2r]
Inscribed in the ballad is a speech act that takes place between Is. W. and “her
vnconstant Louer” and so located both in the bodies of these interlocutors and
in the present moment. Whitney’s responsiveness to the acoustic dimensions of
the text and evocation of a “sounded reality” is conditioned by the performative
qualities of the ballad as a genre and speaks to her own work within the ballad
trade.40 “An Admonition” opens with a conventional ballad address that draws
its audience into the ambit of the poem, “Ye Virgins yt from Cupids tentes”,
To you I speake: for you be they,
that good aduice do lacke:
Oh, if I could good counsell geue
my tongue would not be slacke.41
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This address is phatic and performative, describing material acts of speaking
and listening that situate both speaker and audience in the here and now.42
The “autobiographical eﬀect” of these ballads is thus created through a
soundscape that aﬃrms the embodied selfhood of the speaker and her
audience.43
The soundscape of these ballads is secured through the manufacture and
use of common literary properties: sets of tropes, characters, and common-
places, said in common, which make up “The matter of it selfe”, in the
words of Jones’s ballad, which “is true as many know” (A1v). In telling “the
story of [their] ﬁrst-person speaker”, this matter also narrativises “a female
life” that claims common ground with its audience.44 The speaker portrays
her own textual agency in putting this story together through commonpla-
cing: the authorial persona spends her time reading through a range of cul-
tural material, digesting and extracting useful exempla, recycling this
matter, and putting it to new uses when making her own texts. Commonpla-
cing, the craft of compiling and manipulating cultural matter, provided
English humanists with “an inﬂuential model for authorial practice” and
poetic invention. 45 By the time Whitney and Jones put together these
volumes, such practices had long provided ways of making books of poetry
within a wider print culture. Whitney’s particular mode of crafting ballads
in The Copy of a Letter is shared with commonplace poems, which gather pro-
verbial lore, sayings and other pieces of excerpted text to create new poetic
matter, and were ubiquitous in contemporary poetry anthologies.46
Commonplacing deeply ingrained a materialist understanding of classical
literature and other literary “sources” as matter, textual fragments. The aim
was to excerpt rather than assimilate the work as a whole.47 Whitney’s
letter “To her vnconstant Louer” and “The admonition by the Auctor”
excerpt characters from Ovid’s Heroides and other histories, citing these
ﬁgures as moral exempla that then stand as common knowledge and commu-
nicable experience about the contemporary state of gender relations. “To her
vnconstant Louer” compiles a list of characters: Aeneas and Dido, Theseus
and the unnamed Ariadne; Jason, Medea and the unnamed Hypsipyle.
Through commonplacing, listing and accumulating exempla, the authorial
persona shows herself to be a critical and discriminating reader of the
Ovidian text.48 Yet, what is also noticeable are the details and names that
are left out. Ariadne is silently behind the reference to Theseus’s “faithfull
loue” and Hypsipyle is one of the “two Ladies” beguiled by Jason, but other-
wise absent (A3r), similarly the speaker oﬀers the “vnconstant Louer” the role
of Troilus, and yet she leaves Cressida out of the story (A4r). These sources are
digested in parts, fragments, rather than whole. The focus instead is on the
craft of the poet-compiler and her skill in manipulating and reworking
these ﬁgures to ﬁt the logic of the commonplace, the shared story the
speaker tells. For example, she reverses the exemplary status of Theseus,
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Jason, and Paris through the rhetorical device of correctio, demanding why
these men “did get perpetual fame” “for their vnfaithfulnes” when she
“should haue cald it shame” (A3v).49 The virtuosity of this commonplacing
epistoler is displayed in the skill with which she turns these exempla to unex-
pected uses that are both surprising and highly functional, in the sense that
they can be put to use proverbially to explain everyday dilemmas and experi-
ences. “The admonition by the Auctor” commonplaces its Ovidian sources
under the heading of a piece of proverbial lore – “Try before you trust”.
The process of gathering examples and excerpting sources – mermaids, cro-
codile tears, Ovid’s “Arte of Loue” (A5r), the tale of Scilla, and other stories
from the Heroides – provides a mechanism for organising and building
stanzas within the ballad. The “Auctor” crafts the ballad from this shared
matter, creating a storehouse of common knowledge that is itself available
for excerpting and reframing in other texts and other compilations.
The type of textual work and demotic mode of authorial craftsmanship
evident in The Copy of a Letter looks forward to her own printed common-
place book, A Sweet Nosgay. Here, she takes on the role of poet-editor,
working alongside Jones, her publisher-printer, appropriating and recrafting
Hugh Plat’s commonplace book, The Floures of Philosophie, with Pleasures
of Poetrie annexed to them (1572). Since the title-page is missing and there
is only one copy, now in the British Library, it is impossible to tell whether
this was the ﬁrst and only edition of A Sweet Nosgay. 50 Intriguingly, given
the peripatetic structure of “Will and Testament”, Jones entered a ballad,
now lost, in August 1576 under the title “a walkynge Ladyes now goo we
somme pleasant thinges to view and see”.51 Whitney’s Sweet Nosgay may
well have prompted Jones to publish Nicholas Breton’s A smale handfull of
fragrant ﬂowers selected and gathered out of the louely garden of sacred scrip-
tures, ﬁt for any honorable or woorshipfull gentlewoman to smell vnto, printed
a few years later in 1575. The paratextual similarities between these two
single-authored miscellanies suggest that Breton’s volume was marketed as
a sequel to Sweet Nosgay: they share a ﬂorilegium motif and have a femino-
centric frame, although in the case of Whitney’s collection, this focus is organ-
ised through the ﬁgure of the woman author-editor, rather than the woman
reader of Breton’s A smale handfull. Both collections provide a storehouse
of vernacular didactic literature for a diverse and growing readership and
straddle the ballad trade and the expanding market for commonplace
books. The alliterative material textuality of the headnote to A smale hand-
full’s opening commendatory verse, “Iohn Parcels pamphlet in the prayse of
this handful of ﬂowres”, describes the nature of the work: parcels of text, gath-
ered in a pamphlet, an example of the small jobs that were the staple of the
print trade and fed the demand for small books of vernacular didactic poetry.
Yet, while A Sweet Nosgay and A smale handfull were aimed at the same
broad readership, they are positioned diﬀerently within this market for
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small books by both their publishers and authors. With A smale handfull,
Jones and Breton targeted the woman reader: it is dedicated to Lady
Sheﬃeld and the title announces that this miscellany is “ﬁt for any honorable
or woorshipfull gentlewoman”, a directive that is elaborated in “John Parcels
Pamphlet”, which addresses “fayre Ladies al” and instructs
… virgins, wyues, and widowes too,
If that you tender your estate,
Learne as he teacheth you to doo,
That framde this Posie for your sake.
Breton’s own ﬂorilegium is a feminised ﬂower list, in which the ﬂowers are
virtues planted by exemplary women, both biblical and classical; the
woman reader is advised to imitate their cultivation of these virtues as part
of her housewifery and moral and spiritual regimen. Women’s domestic
work, both practical, tending the garden, and religious, tending to the spiritual
health of the household, is incorporated metaphorically into the humanist
commonplacing tradition resulting in a particularly feminised ﬂorilegium
mode. Whitney’s strategy in A Sweet Nosgay is very diﬀerent. Unlike A
smale handfull, the compilation that Whitney and Jones put together is not
exclusively addressed to a female audience, but is instead directed at reader-
ship composed of women and men. Whitney dedicates her collection to
George Mainwaring, a friend from a local gentry family, and the section of
“Certain familier Epistles and friendly letters by the Auctor: with Replies”
extends this kinship to a wider network. These dialogic verses, depicting
men and women in conversation within kinship networks, imagine a
reading formation that maps onto the household, not as a speciﬁcally
female space, but as a place where women and men read, write and converse
familiarly.52
Whereas Jones was responsible for the front matter for The Copy of a
Letter, it is Whitney as author-editor who provides much of the paratext,
including the dedication and the verse “Auctor to Reader”, thus establishing
her editorial authority over the miscellany. Although this work would have
been undertaken in association with Jones, who as publisher had ﬁnal auth-
ority over the volume, by fashioning herself as author-editor in the paratext,
Whitney claimed responsibility for gathering and assembling the texts in the
collection; a role that is made manifest through the authorial markers in the
book. The signature to the Mainwaring dedication, “From Abchurch Lane, the
20. of October, 1573” (A4v-A5r), materialises the “labour” undertaken by
Whitney on the compilation, which is of her “owne gathering and makeing
up”, in time and space – Abchurch Lane is part of the area of London, oﬀ
Canwick Street, described in the peripatetic ballad “Will and Testament” in
the collection. This signature establishes a continuity between the author-
editor and poetic speaker that is demonstrative of the distinctive
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“autobiographical eﬀect” of Whitney’s poetry. All the verses contributed by
other writers ﬁnd their point of reference in Whitney: the commendatory
verse, penned by Th. Bir. (Thomas Berry) is occasioned by her poetic
labours; and the section of “Certain familier Epistles and friendly Letters by
the Auctor: with Replies” is similarly brought together by her authorial pres-
ence and her editorial and epistolary work.
Whitney’s ballad, “The Auctor to the Reader”, which frames the collection,
providing an interpretive guide to the compilation as a whole, charts the
transformation of a working woman into a working author-editor. It is a
remarkable poem for the way it narrates a working life and recasts the ﬂori-
legium formula in these terms:
This Haruesttyme, I Haruestlesse,
and servicelesse also:
And subiect vnto sicknesse, that
abrode I could not go.
Had leasure good, (though learning lackt)
some study to apply:
To reade such Bookes, wherby I thought
myselfe to edyfye. [A5v]
“Haruesttyme” is an appropriate trope for a writer working in a ﬂorilegium
tradition – Breton will later describe himself as “a yong and vnskilful hus-
bandman” whose “little handful of Flowers” have been “gathered in so fruitful
a time” (A smale handfull, A1v). Yet rather than functioning solely at the
metaphoric level, as is the case in Breton’s epistle, the speaker’s labour
describes the personal circumstances of the authorial persona. This working
woman author is a version of Walter Benjamin’s storyteller, in that her inter-
weaving of narration and craft is situated in the world of work.53 What impels
the narration is the uncertainty of work – this author has leisure to read pre-
cisely because she is out of work. Whereas Whitney Trettien aligns Whitney
here with the aristocratic women readers who were the dedicatees of ﬂorilegia,
like Breton’s A smale handful, and her composition in the speciﬁcally femin-
ised domain of “huswifery”, arguably there is a social diﬀerence that works
against such an identiﬁcation since the working world is primarily deﬁned
by the economic instability and mobility that characterised the lives of
servant and artisanal classes.54
Such provisionality generates a detailed and embodied narrative of textual
agency in which the physical and intellectual actions of reading books
prompts the author to walk abroad through the streets of London, presumably
from “Abchurch Lane”, and then stop to harvest wholesome, medicinal
ﬂowers at Hugh Plat’s garden, “his Plot” (A5v-6r). Readers are counselled
to go themselves “to Master Plat his ground”, gather their own herbs, and
to make sure that they do not let in swine, dogs or thieves that might
despoil the garden (A7v-A8r). The intellectual, textual, and material activities
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of commonplacing are translated into remarkably mundane detail describing
everyday physical actions, the labour of harvesting medicinal herbs for the
household. Whereas for Breton, husbandry remained at the level of a meta-
phor for commonplacing, in Whitney’s verse the ﬂorilegium motif is so
thoroughly grounded in recognisable manual activity that it starts to
become metonymic, realised in the here and now, and set towards its
context in the lives of working people in sixteenth-century London. As in A
Copy of a Letter, Whitney’s narrative craft aims at the “communicability of
experience”, “woven into the fabric” of everyday life.55 Commonplacing is
represented in terms that are material, physical, and above all demotic. A
ﬂorilegium tradition is thereby made accessible to the working commonality
as a practical method and as a discourse for understanding their own intellec-
tual activity when reading and crafting their own texts. Standing alongside
these readers in this ballad is an author represented not simply through the
more conventional artisanal craftsman, but through the ﬁgure of the
working woman author who toils with her hands as well as her pen. This
ﬁgure returns us to the concept of the labouring author, whose literary activity
is provisional, framed in terms of a working life, possible when she is “servi-
celess”, and so simultaneously at liberty and at risk.56
As publisher-printer, Jones was responsible for the overall structure of the
book, including the choice of font. One typographical choice he made was the
use of a disproportionately large font for “The Aucthor”, further marked out
by a vertical printer’s ornament, so that it functions as a type of a header,
which then frames the detailed ﬁction of authorship provided in the
lengthy headnote to “Wyll and Testament”: “The Aucthour (though loth to
leaue the Citie) vpon her Friendes procurement, is constrained to departe:
wherfore (she fayneth as she would die) and maketh her Wyll and Testament,
as solo weth: With large Legacies of such Goods and riches which she moste
aboundantly hath left behind her: and therof maketh London sole executor to
se her Legacies performed” (C2r). The correspondence between the work of
the publisher and that of the author-editor culminates at the end of the
book when Jones’s printer’s emblem has its textual counterpart on the page
in the “standers by” who have witnessed the labours of this “Aucthor” – the
tools of her trade, her “Paper, Pen and Standish” (C8v). That said, the econ-
omic and literary interests of Whitney and Jones, as well as those of other
authors and publishers, were not identical. Whitney may claim ownership
of her text, however, it is Jones who owns the copy and will proﬁt economi-
cally from its sale.57
Our understanding of how stationer-publishers made authors through
their books should be tempered by an awareness of how authors and their
texts might resist and redirect these publishing strategies. Such an approach
allows us to see those points of alignment, tension, and contestation. In the
case of Whitney and Jones, it reveals both their combined skills in marketing
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her books to emerging and diverse readerships and Whitney’s own complex
and innovative interventions in the crafting of texts and modes of print
authorship. What stands out, above all, from the study of the publishing
history of her pamphlets is not Whitney’s marginality as a woman writer in
the early modern marketplace of print, but rather how eﬀective her publishing
partnership with Jones was in creating ﬁctions of the “Auctor” grounded in
the everyday and in crafting small books of vernacular poetry that made
learned reading and textual practices accessible to those new constituencies
of readers emerging in the early to mid-sixteenth century with the rapid
growth of the English print trade.
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